
On Management and Leadership 
“The pessimist complains about the wind. The optimist expects it to change. The leader adjusts 
the sails.” -John Maxwell 

Distinguishing Between Management and Leadership 
 

Management is doing things right. Leadership is doing the right things. Think of it as if 
you were a foreman for a construction project. Leadership would be pointing your crew to the 
correct construction site to set up the new building project. Management would be guiding your 
crew on how to build the house.1  
 

It’s About Leverage 
 

Limits are placed on both your time and the amount of labor you can perform on any 
given day. Therefore, it is important to use the time of others when any large project is 
undertaken. This form of delegation is called stewardship. A steward is their own manager, 
guided by a conscience that contains agreed upon results. It releases creative energies. Assign 
tasks to others based on the concept of stewardship; think of it like a contract with performance 
obligations. Some basic outlines for the contract include: 
 

● Desired Results. 
● Guidelines: Tell them what not to do but not what to do. 
● Accountability: Set up standards of performance. 
● Consequences: Both good and bad. 

 
Give them a reason why the task is important, and they will be more likely to do a better 

job.2 Also note that even if the person is highly motivated, mishaps can still occur, so for mission 
critical tasks, have two people perform the same task and compare their independently arrived 
answers. And although you may have multiple people assigned to a task, keep personal 
accountability at the forefront. Make sure to use specific names. Avoid the phrase “we have to do 
this.”3 
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Major Qualities of Leadership 
 

To be able to delegate tasks to others in the first place, the leader must be of competent 
and sound character. Here are some general guidelines of characteristics possessed by great 
leaders, followed by some overarching reasons on why some leaders fail: 
 

1. Unwavering courage based on knowledge of self. 
2. Self-control. 
3. A keen sense of justice. 
4. Definiteness of decisions. 
5. Definiteness of plans. 
6. The habit of doing more than paid for. 
7. A pleasing personality. 
8. Empathy. 
9. Mastery of detail. 
10. A willingness to assume full responsibility. 
11. Cooperation. 4 

 

Why Some Leaders Fail 
 

1. Inability to organize details. 
2. Unwillingness to give humble service. 
3. Expectation of pay for what they know, rather than the use of what they know. 
4. Fear of competition from followers. 
5. Lack of imagination. 
6. Selfishness. 

a. Real leaders claim no glory. 
7. Intemperance. 
8. Disloyalty. 
9. Emphasis of “authority” in leadership. 

a. Flaunting the reason others should follow you (i.e. because of your title 
rather than personal, internal qualities). 

10. Emphasis of title.5 
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Leaders who consistently leverage their positional authority to lead are far less effective 
long term than leaders who leverage their influence.6 Moving forward, remember that you must 
earn the respect of those whom you wish to lead. Focus on the Major Qualities of Leadership and 
let them show through your actions not words.  
 

Getting the Most Out of Others 
 

People react based on external stimulus, namely reward and punishment. This is an 
important point to make when distinguishing between talent and effort for the people under you. 
Know that talent by itself is static and often detrimental if not partnered with effort. Those that 
are talented and praised as such are less likely to improve. This is mainly because improvement 
means to try and fail toward achieving a higher knowledge of a given subject. Since failing can 
lead to the talent-praised individual’s fall from grace and others thinking that person not so 
talented after all, these individuals may refuse to improve.7 

 
Individuals praised for their talents (talent-praised individuals) are burdened with the 

pressure of effortless success, which kills enjoyment and, in turn, effort.8 It is important to create 
an environment where it’s okay to fail, but is unacceptable not to identify, analyze, and learn 
from mistakes.9 It is therefore important to raise people based on effort rather than talent.  
 

Effort-praised individuals love solving problems and aren’t afraid to fail. They are 
motivated by the recognition of the work they put in, not for what they already have.10 These 
individuals take a strong sense of ownership over what they do. Every step of progress is met by 
a reward. They are praised for even the smallest improvement, and their abilities flourish under 
it.11 
 

Play to your people’s strengths. Look at your teammates/employees and see what they 
can do, not what they can’t. Once you find what each person can do, put him in a position where 
he can succeed. Recognize their talent and put them in a place where they can use it. Use their 
natural talent, but praise their effort, this way you get the natural benefit of their talent giving 
them a head start, and the hard work and persistence it takes to develop that talent.12 
 

Know that it is impossible to know everything, use all resources available at your 
disposal. Use the efforts of others with the knowledge you lack to make up for your 
deficiencies.13 
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Incorporating Feedback 
 

While everyone has the right to have questions and theories, only people well-versed and 
experienced on the subject have the right to have their opinion considered. Consider the 
believability of yourself and others; in other words, the probability that a person’s take on a 
given situation will be reasonable and accurate. We can roughly assess a person’s believability 
according to the quality of a person’s reasoning and track record. People’s opinions are not all 
equal; they should be weighed based on the person presenting it.  
 

Once you’ve identified those who are specialized in the subject, run important decisions 
by those individuals. Never make an important decision without asking three believable people. 
Understand, visualize and assess their reasoning to see if it makes sense to you.14 
 

Giving Feedback 
 

Stop criticizing others. People that criticize are often selfish self-servers and perceived as 
such; they alienate potential followers. People who are critical want you to lose; they are 
motivated to tear something down by pointing out something wrong with you to make 
themselves feel better.15  
 

Criticism is futile because it puts a person on the defensive and makes them strive to 
justify themselves. It is dangerous because it wounds a person’s pride, hurts their sense of 
self-importance, and arouses resentment. The resentful then act as homing pigeons who in turn 
condemn us. We are animals, and as animals we do not learn well by being punished. Criticism 
leads to demoralized employees, family members, and friends and still does not correct the 
condemned situation.16 

 
Critical thinkers, on the other hand, want you to win. They’re motivated to make 

something better by building something bigger and encouraging others to follow suit.17 When 
communicating a critical thought, do so with a helping hand, not a grading tone. Assure them 
that you’re on their side.18  

 
Praise them for what they have done well before pointing out the aspects that need to be 

improved.19 Realize that people are creatures of emotions that don’t like being judged, so present 
yourself as a friend. Always present a solution to problems you raise. Only bringing up the 
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problem leads to the perception that you are the problem. Being a critical thinker means being 
known as a value add, a problem solver.20 Show them what needs to be done in the proper 
fashion. Lead them by example.21 

 

Leadership When Lacking Authority  
 

Remember that any genuine leader is built from within, not from any exterior title. Your 
first responsibility is to lead yourself if you currently lack the authority for leading others. 
Understand that people follow voluntarily when they see that they have something to gain for it. 
Therefore, if you want to lead others, you must find out what you want first. Settle your heart on 
your purpose and work toward it.22  
 

Exercise what power you hold in the present moment, no matter how little it may be. 
With the small choices you make when no one else is looking, you are proving to yourself your 
future ability to lead. Begin exercising your influence. Leadership starts within you. 

 
Self-Leadership Principle #1: Model Followership 

● Becoming a leader when not in charge is modeling what it means to be a follower. 
● Other followers will gradually follow your example 

Self-Leadership Principle #2: Monitor Your Heart and Behavior 
● There is feedback all around you that can make you better. Seek it, analyze it 

objectively, and use it to your advantage.23 
 

Concentrate on doing your job as well as you can, however insignificant it may seem. 
This will develop and expand your ability to take on greater responsibilities in the future.24 
 

To Gain Authority, Switch Your Mentality 
 

If you are working within an organization where you seek to “climb the ladder”, stop 
thinking as an employee or casual member of your organization and start thinking as an owner. 
Owners care more deeply, as their future depends on the organization. Remember that if you 
want to lead, you have to be invested. Therefore, put your reputation on the line based on the 
success of the organization.25 
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Be willing to do more, this is the only way to gain authority. If you find your role 
stagnating, don’t be passive. Passivity is letting others make decisions for you and disengaging 
from the organization. You must be willing to add responsibilities to your current role. If you’re 
idle, a great first step is to look around for things no one else is addressing. A good idea would 
be to clean out the closet. Cleaning out the closet entails doing the things that need to be done but 
no one else wants to do. Find a solution.26 
 

Understand that all human activity is based on increase and the desire for increase. 
People across cultures always have and always will seek more food, more clothes, better shelter, 
more luxury, more beauty, more knowledge, and more pleasure. Give people what they want and 
they will naturally gravitate toward you.27  
 

Convey the impression of advancement with everything you do, so that all people receive 
the impression that you are an advancing person and that you advance all whom deal with you. 
You convey this impression of advancement with everything you do and by holding the 
unshakeable faith that you are in a way of increase. Let this faith inspire, fill, and permeate every 
action. Do everything that you do in the firm conviction that you are an advancing personality 
and that you are giving advancement to everybody. Do this and people will go where they are 
given increase. Do this and they will follow you.28 
 

Challenging Decisions 
 

For the times when you think that people higher up in your organization are making a bad 
call, you may feel the urge to voice your objection to the decision. In such instances, know that 
any change to the present system will be perceived as a criticism of past leadership. Make your 
challenge based not on prideful vanity but with the best motives, the unselfish ones of improving 
what is being done.29 

 
Those above you may take offense, so to at least partially negate this effect, be keenly 

aware of what the leadership wants. Know the macro problem the boss is trying to solve and seek 
another way to solve it. The boss still gets what they want, only the method is changed. During 
this process, do not openly trumpet your dissent over the decision; doing so is often perceived as 
challenging the intelligence of your boss.  
 

Say that you are working in a retail sector and the branch manager wants to increase 
profit margins by raising prices because he believes consumers are not price sensitive. While the 
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branch manager spends his days in his office, you’ve been on the floor interacting with 
customers. You know that the general consensus amongst customers is that they would be 
unhappy if prices were raised and that what they truly desired was having in-house tailors. You 
begin building strong relationships with other branch managers who then agree to back your 
proposal to have in house tailors. You then have a private meeting with your branch manager 
before he submits his proposal to increase prices to upper management. You inform the branch 
manager of the general consensus of other branch managers and convince him to join in the 
agreement. Your branch manager saves face and his reputation by implementing your more 
effective strategy and the organization benefits from increased revenue.  

 
Remember that great leaders challenge quietly but aren’t silent. Begin recruiting the 

support of influential individuals within your organization such as managers. Build relationships 
with them because their support lends legitimacy to your ideas. When it comes time to pull the 
trigger, try to do so as privately as possible. This allows your boss to save face.30 
 
Takeaway: As our time and energy are limited, it would be wise to align the interests of others 
with your own so that you can use other people’s time to your own benefit in a mutually 
beneficial way. Be known as a value add problem solver, model good followership, do more, and 
put a personal stake in the organization. If you do these things, people will naturally seek your 
counsel. Put the people that follow you in a position where it plays to their strengths and they can 
succeed. Praise every bit of improvement.  
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